Teen Librarian Reading Recommendations
Summer 2024
Morgan Strand, Nyack Library
Katrina Hohlfeld, Valley Cottage Library

Grades 6+

*Eerie Tales from the School of Screams* - Graham Annable (GN)

*Squire & Knight* - Scott Chantler (GN)

*The Mystery of Locked Rooms* – Lindsay Currie (Mystery)

*Max in the House of Spies: A Tale of World War II* - Adam Gidwitz (Historical Fiction)

*The First State of Being* – Erin Entrada Kelly (Historical Fiction)

*Daughters of the Lamp* – Nedda Lewers (Fantasy)

*Mexikid* – Pedro Martin (GN)

*The Many Assassinations of Samir, the Seller of Dreams* - Daniel Nayeri (Historical Fiction)

*Ink Girls* - Marieke Nijkamp (GN)

*Barely Floating* - Lilliam Rivera (Realistic)

*Deep Water* - Jamie Sumner (Verse)

*Parachute Kids* - Betty Tang (GN)

*Greenwild: The World Behind the Door* - Pari Thomson (Fantasy)

*Remember Us* - Jacqueline Woodson (Realistic)

*The Misfits: A Royal Conundrum* - Lisa Yee (Mystery)

Grades 7+

*Once Upon a Broken Heart* - Stephanie Garber (Fantasy, Romance)

*Ghost Roast* - Shawneé Gibbs (GN)

*Alebrijes: Cuentista* – Donna Barba Higuera (Fantasy)

*What the River Knows: A Novel* - Isabel Ibañez (Fantasy)

*Out of Left Field* – Jonah Newman (GN)
Ballad & Dagger - Daniel José Older (Fantasy)

Murtagh: The World of Eragon - Christopher Paolini (Fantasy)

Ultraviolet – Aida Salazar (Verse)

Louder Than Hunger - John Schu (Verse)

I Am the Walrus – Neal Shusterman &amp; Eric Elfman (Sci-Fi)

Mascot – Charles Waters (Verse)